Design
SERIES

™

The timeless beauty of frameless
glass. The freedom to design
the shower environment of
your dreams. Enjoy limitless
possibilities with the Design
Series from Cardinal.

With sleek, clean lines that conform to the most stylish
contemporary trends, the Design Series from Cardinal
™

delivers the ultimate in style and design versatility.
Whether you are creating an open walk-in shower, a
steam shower with built-in steam vents and transoms,
or an all-glass enclosure with double glass doors,
the Design Series from Cardinal makes your vision
a reality, with a wide range of finishes, glass, and
hardware options.

Options That

Unlimited glass possibilities.
Artisan Glass
Inspiring Artisan Glass options like cast glass,
patterned glass, sandblasted glass, and chipped
edge glass are available in classic or custom
patterns and colors to complement your décor.

Satori Digital In-Glass Printing
®

™

Our advanced Satori digital in-glass printing
®

gives you the freedom to create colorful,
high-resolution custom glass panels with vivid
graphics. With Satori , you can print virtually any
®

image into glass. The Satori ink, comprised of
ceramic frit, bonds and fuses to the glass in the
tempering process, creating printed glass that is
ultra-smooth, scratch resistant, fade resistant and
antimicrobial. The possibilities
are infinite.

Priva-Tech Printed Privacy Glass Panels
™

Function meets color in the modern shower.
Priva-Tech is the new way to create a custom
™

“privacy shield” using Satori digital in-glass
printing. You can specify crisp edges or
transitioned fades, colors, opacity levels and
sight lines, to create a custom look.

Cardinal 10 Glass Surface Protection
™

Choose Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection to upgrade
any glass. Cardinal 10 provides built-in protection to
create an easy-clean, non-stick surface that repels soap
Scan for more Design Series shower
enclosure glass options.

scum, grime and mineral buildup, and is safe for use
with standard glass-cleaning products.
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Technical Specifications

Steam Units
Elevate your shower
experience with the
therapeutic luxury
of a built-in,
concealed steam
generating unit.

Available Width Sizes:

Varies by design

Available Height Sizes:

Glass up to 108” Tall
(varies by pattern)

Finishes:

Glass Thickness:

Brushed Nickel, Chrome, Gold,
Oil Rubbed Bronze, Roman Bronze,
Satin, White, Matte Black
(Over 60 additional custom
powder coat colors available)
3/8” and 1/2”

Configuration Options:

Virtually limitless

Design Options:

Virtually limitless

Hardware:

A wide variety of options
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